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Today’s agenda

> About AFCA - our process, decision making 

principles and how we work with the regulators 

> Trends in customer complaints

> Working with us to minimise disputes, maximise 

outcomes and manage reputation – especially 

on social media 

> Ensuring effective complaints management

> Managing vulnerable complainants 



About AFCA
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AFCA’s role
A single financial services EDR scheme

> Three schemes (FOS, CIO and SCT) now one 

scheme

> Operational since 1 November 2018

Responsibilities

> Resolving complaints

> Identifying systemic issues and working with 

financial firms to resolve them

> Supporting regulators by reporting certain 

matters to them

> Promoting awareness of AFCA – including 

discussion of approach 
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AFCA’s role in financial 
complaint resolution
> In everyone’s interest to have matters resolved 

quickly

> Three way discussion / get parties talking

AFCA can:

> Act as a circuit breaker and help to build trust 

with customers

> Identify and focus on the real issues

> Help with financial difficulty issues which often 

accompany credit complaints

> Provide an independent view based on fairness

> Be flexible and adaptable to meet parties needs



What to expect from our process

Australian Financial Complaints Authority

Flexible complaint resolution model
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Registration 

& Referral

Case 

management Decision

Workflow Review 

jurisdiction

Negotiation Conciliation Preliminary 

assessment



What to expect from us

> Independent review of issues and merits of the 

complaint

> Experienced complaint resolution staff with 

industry knowledge

> Respectful engagement from our staff who will 

listen to your queries and concerns

> Regular telephone contact

> We will refer a request for a jurisdictional 

assessment promptly to our Rules team

> Targeted requests for information to ensure we 

understand your perspective and position 
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Principles we consider in our decision making

Fairness and reasonableness

> The law

> Trust Deed

> Policy terms 

Industry best practice 

> Insurance in Superannuation Voluntary Code 

of Practice (e.g. timeframes)

> Prudential Standards and Prudential Practice 

Guides

> Regulator Guidance

When deciding a dispute, the Rules require 
AFCA to do what in its opinion is fair in all the 
circumstances, having regard to:

> Legal principles

> Applicable industry codes or guidance as to 
practice

> Good industry practice; and

> Previous relevant decisions of a 
predecessor scheme (although AFCA is not 
bound by these).
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Relationship with ASIC

Australian Financial Complaints Authority

> RG 267

> Regular engagement meetings

> Consultation on approaches and factsheets

> Systemic issues and contraventions

> Remediation
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Fairness Tool



AFCA’s proposed Engagement Charter

Clearly articulate AFCA’s expectations

of all parties

Set the standard of conduct expected

Explain the consequences of non-compliance



Progress to date

> The public release of our formal consultation 

paper is currently on hold due to the COVID-19 

challenges

> AFCA has already undertaken extensive 

informal consultation and stakeholder 

roundtables with peak bodies, members, 

consumer advocates and regulators

> The feedback received indicates strong support 

for AFCA’s work and the development of the 

Engagement Charter



Outcomes and trends from 1 Nov 2018 – 31 
Oct 2020

2 years at AFCA



AFCA completes two years

153,246
complaints received

76% of 

complaints 

lodged online

8,910 complaints 

from small 

businesses

1 in 10 complaints involved 

financial difficulty

Complaints received

Between 1 November 2018 and 31 October 2020

65,576 

Credit

Number of complaints received by product line

36,475 

General Insurance

14,389 

Deposit Taking

13,741  

Superannuation

10,071 

Payment Systems

8,494  

Investments

3,523 

Life Insurance

143,723
complaints closed  

60% resolved within 

60 days



AFCA completes two years

Systemic issues

Over 1.4 Million consumers were remediated 

by financial firms as a result of systemic issues and 

serious contraventions investigated by AFCA

166 systemic issues successfully 

resolved with the financial firms

More than $199.5 million 2 in refunds to 

consumers and small businesses following direct 

AFCA involvement in resolving systemic issues

Between 1 November 2018 and 31 October 2020

143,723
complaints closed 1

60% resolved within 

60 days

72% resolved by 

agreement or in favour 

of complainants

40,493
members

2,475 licensee members had a 

complaint lodged against them

More than $477.4 million 1 in compensation 

and refunds was awarded or obtained through 

AFCA’s dispute resolution work

1 This includes matters previously received by AFCA’s predecessor, Financial Ombudsman Service, and resolved by AFCA since 1 November 2018.
2 Under Corporations Act s1052E(1)

Complaints closed

Membership

Progressed 508 systemic issue investigations and 

serious contravention and other reportable breach 

investigations



As of 31 October 2020

Key issues 
and insights



Banking and Finance

Australian Financial Complaints Authority

> Slight increase in complaints about customers not being refunded for purchased 

accommodation/airline tickets unable to be used due to COVID restrictions on travel

> Poor service issues due to general banking errors (access to funds, closed accounts and 

following instructions disbursing an incoming COVID superannuation payment)

> Errors on accounts subject to ongoing or ending COVID hardship assistance (i.e. listing 

adverse RHI and applying interest or late payment fees)
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Banking and Finance
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Financial difficulty

> Inflow numbers (into case management) remaining low and high resolution rates 

while in IDR (up from an average of 40% pre-COVID to 50% post-COVID and post 

change to extend the IDR period)

> Complainants seeking either partial or full debt waivers from financial firms 

> Rejection of requests for financial assistance that are COVID related

> Issues with the decision and/or that the assistance includes interest being payable 

> Access to lower fixed rates but with break costs being applicable 

> Requests to renegotiate existing arrangements either for sale or payment 

arrangements

> Previous arrangements or decisions with financial firms now being unable to be 

serviced and negotiations breaking down with financial firms
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General Insurance
Business interruption insurance test case outcome

> The NSW Supreme Court of Appeals has handed down its decision regarding the 

business interruption insurance test case.

> AFCA will now review and consider the Court’s decision about the application of a 

common insurance policy exclusion relating to the repealed Quarantine Act 1908 in 

our decision making.

> AFCA will continue to work with regulators, industry and small businesses to resolve 

disputes fairly.
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General Insurance
‘Delay’ related complaints

> Motor Vehicle: parts availability from overseas

> Home Building/Contents: trades attending properties

Small business/commercial complaints identified include 

> Hibernating businesses being required to continue paying premiums when they have 

no cashflow

> Business Interruption claims declined as COVID-19 is not an insurable event (a court 

will also likely be required to make a determination in this matter)
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General Insurance
Travel insurance

> As of end-October 2020, AFCA had received 244 complaints where travel was arranged

by Antipodeans Abroad (no more complaints received in the past fortnight). 

> First decision relating to ‘natural disaster’ (where undefined by the policy) has been 

issued in the complainant’s favour. 

> Travel insurance complaints declining (Jun: 580; Jul: 538; Aug: 447; Sept: 297; Oct: 188). 

‒ expected, given that most complainants would have already sought credits/refunds or 

lodged claims with their insurer; also

‒ an Approach has been out for some time and some insurers are embedding this into 

their claim and IDR processes to reduce EDR volume.  

> Claim declines moving towards policy exclusions, for example pandemic / epidemic, and 

where insurers say consumers have not established a valid claim

> Growing discussion about ‘known event’ dates and what knowledge consumers had 

about COVID-19 at the time they entered into their travel insurance contract

> Cancellation or changes to travel plans

> Refunds of premiums following cancellation of travel
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Life Insurance

Australian Financial Complaints Authority

> Calculation of pre-disability income and monthly benefit if stood down

> Increase of premiums because of COVID-19

> Benefit maybe reduced because of receipt of JobKeeper payments 

Common issues relating to life insurance COVID-19 complaints received prior to August 
typically concern income protection and consumer credit insurance (mortgage or personal 
loan, credit card), and relate to:

> Requests for premium waiver or freeze

> Claim denied because ‘stood down’ does not meet ‘unemployed’ or ‘redundant’ policy 
definitions

> Claim of ‘self-employed’ denied because unemployment benefit requirements not met

> Claim denied because policy does not cover involuntary unemployment or redundancy 

> Policy cancellation due to non-payment of premiums during COVID-19

> Insurer’s delay in assessing or responding

> Home Loan Protection policy denied because complainant is a sole trader and has not 
wound up their business 
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Investments and Advice

Australian Financial Complaints Authority

Investment and Advice trends

> There are no key observations in the Investment and Advice COVID-19 complaints 

received, other than that most complainants have sustained a loss.

> Several of whom are using online trading platforms with which they are unfamiliar –

in a falling market
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Superannuation

Australian Financial Complaints Authority

> COVID-19 complaints remain low with very few early release delay complaints. 

> However, AFCA is expecting an increase in investment performance complaints 

(which are outside the rules unless about disclosure) and fee and premium disputes. 

> AFCA also expected to see an increase in cancellation of insurance complaints 

(PYS) as complainants’ superannuation balances drop below $6,000 due to COVID 

early release
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Insights about complaints trends for the 
coming year

Future trends



The next 12 months

Australian Financial Complaints Authority

Financial difficulty

> As government support packages start to roll off, we anticipate we will 

see a rise in complaints from vulnerable consumers, people struggling to 

pay mortgages or other debts when banks reassess loan deferrals.

Unauthorised transactions

> Continuing on from the spike observed in vulnerable consumers targeted 

by scams, we will likely see continued complaints about unauthorised 

transactions.
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The next 12 months

Australian Financial Complaints Authority

Superannuation

> We know that there are a number of superannuation members who have 

exhausted their super balances throughout the COVID-19 period. This is 

likely to result in their total and permanent disability (TPD) and income 

protection insurance which is provided under their super policy, coming to an 

end and we expect to see increased activity in complaints related to this.

Insurance

> As Government support packages roll off, we anticipate there will be an 

increase in complaints related to insurance policies as consumers and small 

businesses look for alternative vehicles for income. 
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Stats and insights, as of 31 October 2020

Significant event
COVID-19



COVID-19 complaints 
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Between 5 March 2020 and 31 October 2020

Australian Financial Complaints Authority

47%

39%

12%

1% 1%
Banking and Finance
(including Financial Difficulty)

General Insurance
(including Travel insurance)

Superannuation

Investments and Advice

Life insurance

COVID-19 complaints received by product

9,386 complaints received

1,846 COVID-19 complaints 

involved financial difficulty 

3,122 COVID-19 complaints 

involved travel insurance
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COVID-19 complaints 

Open and closed complaints by product

Product Total  Open Closed

Total 9386 1926 7460

Banking and Finance 

(including Financial 

Difficulty)

4369 1009 3360

Financial Difficulty 1846 391 1455

General Insurance 

(including travel insurance)

3963 690 3003

Travel insurance 3122 466 2656

Superannuation 1118 142 976

Life insurance 80 26 54

Investments and Advice 130 66 64



Our COVID-19 approach

Australian Financial Complaints Authority

> We have developed fact sheets on COVID hot topics access via our Pandemic 

Support Hub here: afca.org.au/coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-support-hub

> AFCA is working closely with the Government, regulators, peak bodies, consumer 

groups and our members to respond proactively to the challenges of COVID-19

> Where appropriate, we will modify our existing approaches and outcomes

> We extended some of our timeframes during the initial COVID-19 period
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COVID-19 common themes and future trends 

Australian Financial Complaints Authority

Superannuation

> We received a large number of complaints about Superannuation, primarily related 

to timeliness of the processing of early release applications.

> We worked closely with the industry and have seen complaint numbers about this 

drop, and overall a lot lower in the second round.

Travel Insurance

> Travel insurance complaints significantly increased, particularly between March and 

June. Initially complaints related to claim declines but have moved towards policy 

exclusions. Overall, we are now seeing travel insurance complaint volumes decline.

Break Costs 

> Early in the period we saw a number of complaints relating to loan break disputes 

as consumers with financial difficulties were looking to switch to variable interest 

loans while interest rates were low.
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COVID-19 common themes and future trends 

Australian Financial Complaints Authority

Unauthorised Transaction

> We have seen a spike in complaints about unauthorised transactions. We 

are seeing vulnerable consumers targeted. 

> To assist consumers and members resolve disputes and minimise 

complaints, we have published information on our website on how to avoid 

scams. 

Financial Difficulty

> We haven’t seen a huge rise in complaints relating to financial difficulty, or 

hardship. This is a positive sign considering the challenging environment 

that the community is facing right now. 

> We are seeing volumes of financial difficulty complaints progressing to case 

management remain low and high resolution rates in Internal Dispute 

Resolution (IDR).
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Minimising
complaints and 
maximising
outcomes
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Your customer

Customer service keeps going after 
the sale is made 

> Are the internal complaint escalation 
points clear? 

> How do you take complaints? 

> Timeframe for first response 

> Remember tone and content 

> Acknowledge the issue

> Be prepared to say ‘sorry’
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Communication is key

Are you responsive and proactive?

> Engage by phone as much as possible

> Listen and understand with empathy

> Have you explored what they understand and 
what they don’t – don’t assume

> Beware of template letters

‒ Tailored response

‒ Plain English

‒ Explanation not cut and paste 

‒ Facts work, emotive language doesn’t
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Unreasonable behaviours

> Make sure you support your staff to have the 
right conversation 

‒ Policy framework Escalation protocols

‒ Training 

> Separate the behaviours from the issues in 
dispute

> Set and manage expectations

> Do what you say you will do

> Explain your approach 

> Avoid surprises

> Referral services
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Reputation and social 
media
Managing reputation on social media 

> Complaints can amplify on social media – if they 
don’t hear from you, they’ll come to us!

> Treat complaints online seriously 

> Communicate, don’t shut the conversation down

> Early engagement is first step to minimising 
complaints and resolving early 

> Review your internal processes and engage 
your social media team on the issues

> Have a clear internal escalation point for 
complaints 

> Apply the principles around unreasonable 
behaviour – online abuse is never ok 
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AFCA public reporting

Managing your reputation through 
performance 

> Review your public profile on data.afca.org.au

> Key metrics: early resolution rate, non-response 
rate, resolution outcome

> Historical comparison of performance  

> Decisions published to afca.org.au with firm 
name 
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When a complaint 
comes to AFCA
Best practice to maximise outcomes

> Let us know if there are vulnerability issues

> Keep communicating with your customer

> Have fresh eyes review your position

> Don’t be defensive

> Be open and transparent

> Keep listening, never stop listening

> Collaborate with the process

> Complex issued take longer to resolve



Vulnerable complainants – AFCA resources to help

Tools to communicate, interpret, inform 
and guide

> Accessibility & Emergency guides

> Smart forms:

‒ Online complaint form

‒ Electronic statement of financial position

> Adaptable communication methods

‒ SMS

‒ LiveChat

> Information in multiple languages and 
formats, including audio

> Suicide threat

> Translation services

> Referral agencies

> Financial elder abuse

> Literacy

> Mental health

> Sight and vision

> Family violence

> Hearing and speech

> Cognition conditionTools

Information



Questions?


